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Abstract. Data integrity is of paramount importance to the operation and analysis
of Microgrids. This paper has developed a functional blockchain system incorpo-
rating digital file hashing. The system provides the means to detect file tampering
contributing to the advancement of data transparency and security. Opportunities
for improvement to the current system have been provided, alongwith suggestions
for future research.
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1 Introduction

Data monitoring is essential for Smart grids as it enables stricter control and enhanced
reliability [1]. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are com-
monly employed to gather data that serves as a necessary testimony to the operational
conditions within the microgrid [2]. The system utilises the gathered information to
optimise the operation of the grid by employing various energy management techniques
[3]. The data may also be used to obtain insight into the performance of a grid by gener-
ating and analysing load profiles, load characteristics and power quality [4]. These data
records can be subjected to accidental or malicious tampering [5]. Harmonic encryption
can be employed to improve the confidentiality of the data; however, the approach can-
not verify the integrity of the records [6]. This shortcoming needs to be addressed as it
represents one of the three main pillars of cyber security responsible for electric grids’
social and economic infrastructure viability [7].

At the same time, the application of blockchain technology has become increasingly
prevalent. The need to facilitate data storage on the blockchain is being overlooked for
more exciting projects such as financial transactions and smart contracts [8, 9]. Imple-
menting a blockchain may be a promising solution to this challenge of maintaining
data integrity due to its well-suited characteristics of immutability, visibility and decen-
tralisation [10]. This paper explores the solution’s potential by developing a traditional
blockchain system to enhance data integrity from the first principles.
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2 The Immutable Blockchain

A blockchain is a distributed data ledger consisting of individual ledgers (represented by
blocks) interlinked through cryptography (represented as chains) [11]. These properties
enable blockchains to be characterised as reliable, immutable, and transparent.

2.1 Secured Through Cryptography

The concept of a hash stems from the idea that a fingerprint is a person’s unique identifier.
Hashing algorithms have been developed to securely map digital data to a finite data
set in the form of a hash. Numerous hashing algorithms exist; however, some are more
secure and reliable than others [12]. There are five requirements for these algorithms:
one-way operation, deterministic, fast computational rates, avalanche effect and collision
resistance. The hash can be utilised to determine if data has been altered efficiently, thus
serving a significant role in the reliability and accountability of blockchain technology
[13].

The SHA256 is a popular hashing algorithm employed in blockchains. It analyses
digital data to produce a hash consisting of 256 bits equivalent to 64 characters. The
main steps in the algorithm are portrayed in [14].

2.2 Consensus Protocols

Validation of a new block and overall blockchain is required before expanding a chain.
The consensus among miners (specialised blockchain network participants) is also nec-
essary for two purposes. Firstly, it protects the network from attackers. It achieves this by
ensuring that the distributed ledgers are continuously synchronised with invalid chains
being removed from the system.Attackers would have to instantaneously alter themajor-
ity of the distributed blockchains before synchronisation occurs. Consequently, this fea-
ture enables blockchain to be regarded as immutable. Secondly, a consensus protocol
caters for conflicting chains in the network by ensuring the network conforms to the
longest instantaneous blockchain [8].

A blockchain trilemma exists when collectively considering the three fundamental
properties of blockchain technologies (decentralisation, scalability and security) [15].
Present consensus methods are not able to achieve optimisation in all areas. For instance,
decentralisation requires decisions to be performed through consensus among distributed
nodes in the blockchain. As a result, transactional speeds are reduced. On the other hand,
scalability of the system is necessary for mass adoption, which will require faster trans-
actional rates due to the increased number of transactions. Security is an area that often
gets neglected. Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) are the most common
mechanisms for consensus [13]. PoW offers the most significant security at the expense
of extensive energy usage and transaction processing rates.At the same time, PoSdemon-
strates enhanced transactional processing costs and rates with an intrinsic limitation on
security. On occasion, a hybrid protocol is adapted [16].
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The PoW protocol requires mining to be performed. Mining is the process in which
numerous nodes compete to add a block to the blockchain, with the winner receiving
a financial incentive. Miners iteratively generate nonce values until the block’s hash is
within a predetermined target hash range. The nonce is a 4-byte field, which increases
from 0 until a desirable hash calculation is achieved [10].

2.3 Enabling Data Security Applications

Two options for data security through the blockchain exist. The first option entails storing
the entire file in the blocks. There are drawbacks associated with this option, as the data
will be publicly accessible. A significant limitation of this approach is the constraints
placed on the size of data stored. For instance, the Bitcoin protocol is limited to 1-MB
storage [10]. Another disadvantage is the intrinsic access latency, which negatively influ-
ences the cost and performance of a large-scale decentralised network. These challenges
can be overcome with a more efficient approach. This method entails storing the doc-
ument’s hash on the blockchain while storing the document in a database or storage
system. Consequently, tampered data can be identified without hindering the speed and
cost-efficiency of the decentralised network.

3 System Development

Python has been selected as the programming language for the system implementation
as it can be operated on various operating systems.

3.1 Blockchain Definition

The blockchain is defined as a class containing objects and object methods. Details of
each object method have been presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. An overview of the developed blockchain software
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Fig. 2. Steps followed in defining the file hash function

Fig. 3. Block mining process

Fig. 4. Configuration process for defining the website application

3.2 Data Security

The digital files have been hashed through the function described in Fig. 2.

3.3 Block Mining

Block mining incorporates object methods defined for the blockchain. The process is
depicted in Fig. 3.

3.4 User Interface

User interaction with a blockchain often requires extensive software development; how-
ever, a modest application is desired for this study. A website application has been
facilitated through Flask. Flask enables interaction with the Blockchain network by
implementing various HTTPmethods and routes in the server algorithm. The commands
used are presented in Fig. 4.
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4 Results

The system’s functionality is evaluated by creating a blockchain containing numerous
blocks, as presented in Fig. 5. The validity of the blockchain is also analysed. Further-
more, the capability of the developed blockchain for data security has been evaluated by
making amendments to a single document for each block appended to the chain.

The efficiency of thefile hashing is investigated further by generatingSHA256hashes
for various digital files of different sizes and types. File 1 is a 17279 kB excel data log.
File 2 is a 3 kB text analysis report. File 3 is a 547 kB load profile PNG image. File 4
is a 36176 kB report in pdf format. A summary of the generated hashes is presented in
Table 1.

Fig. 5. Complete blockchain record
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Table 1. Generated SHA256 File Hashes

File SHA256 Hash

1 b175adf1b001ac01340cc410d2773aab2c001b836ddacea296157034e01f486

2 fc659100fd231e9abb2971551e9d906a08eae3f77add611fcca5a4d9d72d8f5

3 2a1607855029fe8d7885380dec50f863adfcd3ca76f8c1127e3d7b7732fc3a2

4 02ca3b40c91b2182d0ed79ac8c6237fdf113af91b57b6aee00475d05014e6d5

5 Discussion

The SHA256 hashing algorithm proved to generate unique hash values for various dig-
ital files. It distinguished between excel, text, png and pdf files of different sizes. The
hashing procedure occupied consistent processing times, which are negligible in practi-
cal applications. The algorithm can be made more robust by increasing the size of each
read in the file. There is a clear opportunity to use file hashing for file identification.

The blockchain developed functions as expected. Each mined block contained a
unique ‘proof’ value, indicating that the system continuously performed the PoW con-
sensus. The challenge defined for the proof of work is relatively simple, which led
to blocks being mined at instantaneous rates. A more complex challenge is required
for practical applications to enhance the system’s security. Considering the presently
deployed algorithm, this can be achieved by decreasing the leading zeros for the target
hashing range.

The index and timestamp provide a valuable means of determining when digital data
has been stored on the blockchain. This experiment provides a timeframe in which the
document was changed. The cryptographical linkage between blocks is another essential
property of the developed blockchain, demonstrated in Fig. 5. This linkage is evident as
each mined block contains the previous block’s hash. This relationship has been further
confirmed by executing the blockchain validity test described in Fig. 1. The complete
blockchain proved valid, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. Consequently, each block mined
underwent valid Proof of Work to achieve consensus. Consistency in the cryptographic
links was also verified.

The blockchain system displays efficiency in detecting variations made to the text
document. Minor amendments to the data within the document led to significant devia-
tions in the hash outcomes. This characteristic can be attributed to the Avalanche effect
required in hashing algorithms. The hash output for the document’s data was determin-
istic due to the hashes remaining consistent with the data within the document. Thus,
making it significantly simple to determine if data has been subjected to malicious
tampering.

Lastly, the functionality of the developed blockchain is evaluated. The system
explored incorporates a single node resulting in centralised operation. Additional nodes
will contribute to enhanced security in the system. Furthermore, the privacy of the
decentralised environment can be improved by implementing asymmetric cryptogra-
phy for digital signatures. The latter approach is commonly employed in untrustworthy
environments.
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6 Conclusion

The application of blockchain technology remains a feasible solution to this challenge of
maintaining data integrity in general. A python script, operated on a single node, main-
tained the blockchain server, while Postman was used as the user interface. The system
demonstrated the means to detect tampering made to digital files of various types and
sizes. The security of the developed blockchain can be enhanced by incorporating addi-
tional nodes incentivised through cryptoassets. In addition, asymmetric cryptography
can improve the privacy of the environment.

The system proposed presents an opportunity for enhancing the reliability and
accountability of data records in microgrids. However, it caters to modest needs. More
sophisticated approaches are recommended for future research, such as a hybrid data
storage strategy. The approach would entail storing a portion of the data and the data’s
hash. As a result, decentralisation and transparency can be maintained for relevant data
portions while accounting for storage size constraints. Peer-to-Peer File storage sys-
tems can also be explored, which entails fragmenting data and storing instances of them
across various stakeholders. These storage opportunities will increase the feasibility of
the system investigated.
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